
What constitutes a release note issue? 

The release note bug lifecycle 

What needs to be in a release note? 

Release note resources 

This document gives you the information you need to 
create an effective release note bug for an upcoming 
release.   
If you have any questions, feel free to contact the CCG 
CPUB team or the writer responsible for the release notes 
for your product. 
 
Select one of the following topics to get started: 



What type of issue do you have? 
 Doc issues that relate to the CHM reference topics or 

whitepapers 
 File a MEDPG bug and assign to CcgCpubTriage 

 Product limitations 
 File a MEDPG bug and assign to CcgCpubTriage 

 

 Post to the TechNet wiki page 

 Tips/Tricks 
 Post to the TechNet wiki page 

 

 Product defects/bugs 
 File a release note bug 

OR 

Known issues that affect functionality or 
usability for the customer and that are not 
“undocumented features” (meaning the 
issue will be fixed in a subsequent release). 

http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/windows-embedded-compact.aspx
http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/windows-embedded-compact.aspx
http://social.technet.microsoft.com/wiki/contents/articles/windows-embedded-compact.aspx


NOTE: If more information is needed, the writer 
will assign the bug back to the originator with the 
details of what information is still needed. 

Do nothing.  
Revisit the 

issue for the 
next release 

 For the next 
release:  Is 

the issue still 
relevant? 

Defect 
identified 

• The original product bug is resolved 
as either “postponed” or “won’t fix” 
and the issue is forked to a release 
note bug. 

Bug filed 

• The owner of the issue files a MEDPG 
bug using the current release note 
bug template. 

Issue added 

• The writer will review the release 
note bug and add the issue to the 
release notes. 

Bug resolved 

• Once the issue has been added, the 
writer will resolve the bug back to the 
originator for verification. 

Text verified 

• The bug owner will verify the issue 
text in the release notes.  If an update 
or change is needed, the owner will 
reactivate the bug and assign it back 
to the writer. 

Bug closed 

• If the issue text in the release  
notes is okay, the owner will  
close the bug. 

Reactivate 
bug 

• Reactivate the original 
release note bug and 
assign it to the release 
note writer. 

Issue 
removed 

• The writer will remove 
the issue from the new 
version of the release 
notes. 

Bug 
resolved 

• The writer will resolve 
the bug back to the 
originator to verify. 

Bug closed 

• The originator will 
verify that the issue 
has been removed and 
will close the bug. 

Product team 

Release notes writer 

Owner: 



 Release note bugs should be filed in the MEDPG database. 
 Be sure to indicate what release this issue is relevant for (JDP, RTM, etc.). 
 Be sure to include the following information in your release note bug: 

 Title 
 The title should start with “RelNote:” and include a short, one line description of the issue. 

 Issue Type 
 Set to “Documentation”. 

 Issue Subtype 
 Set to “RelNotes”.  

 Priority 
 Set to 1 or 2.  The release note template defaults to priority 2.  If you have an issue that is identified after the release note deadline 

and is a critical issue, set the priority to 1 and e-mail the release notes writer. 

 Assigned To 
 This should be set to the CPUB writer responsible for the release notes (currently stansina).  Check with the CPUB team if you’re 

unsure. 

 Description of issue 
 Provide a brief summary of the issue and any relevant information (such as specific conditions that affect the issue, platforms the 

issue affects, etc.) 
 If there is code that is associated with the issue, be sure to enter it and note any important details. 

 Suggested text 
 Provide a paragraph or so of suggested text.  Don’t worry if it’s not perfect, the writer will re-write and edit the text. 

 Workaround (if available) 
 Clearly describe any workaround available and be sure to include any variables or settings that the user needs to set. 
 If there is code associated with the workaround, be sure to make it clear and indicate where the code should be entered. 

 Link to original product bug 
 On the Links tab of the bug, link the original product bug and any other bugs that are relevant to the issue. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

If you use the release note bug template located here, the first five fields will be filled in with default values. 

//webcpub/Public/stansina/RelNotes/relnote.prt


 MEDPG release note bug template 

 Release note wiki 

 CPUB contact (Stan Sinasohn) 

 Current release notes 

 

//webcpub/Public/stansina/RelNotes/relnote.prt
http://portals/ccg/Teams/Discipline/CPub/Handbook/Wiki Pages/Release Notes Process for Windows Embedded CE.aspx
mailto:stansina?subject=Release Note Question
//webcpub/Public/stansina/RelNotes

